Cloverlane Foundation is committed to improving the quality of life for children, Veterans and animals, by providing programs and guidance to assist those most vulnerable.

On behalf of Cloverlane Foundation, Maneuvering Veterans Forward, Veterans Mobility Projects, Warrior Veterans Adaptive Sports Club and Next Step Service Dogs, we would first and foremost like to thank you for your support in furthering our mission of supporting underserved children, Veterans and animals.

The safety of those close to us, and the public, remains a priority. In order to ensure we are doing our part to protect ourselves, our volunteers, Veterans and the general public:

**All events scheduled to take place during the month of March are now postponed until further notice.**

This includes:

- Warrior Veterans ASC soccer game March 15th
- Any power soccer related events, as the United States Power Soccer Association has recommended to suspend all power soccer activities for the time being
- Next Step Service Dogs training classes and events

Again, we thank you for your support and appreciate your understanding during these difficult times.

For questions and/or updates, follow @WarriorVeteransASC, @CloverlaneFoundation, @VeteransMobilityProjects and @NextStepServiceDogs on Instagram and Facebook.

Thank you,

Gerald Chase
Chief Executive Officer, Cloverlane Foundation, Veterans Mobility Projects, Warrior Veterans Adaptive Sports Club and Next Step Service Dogs

As a nonprofit, we rely heavily on the support of our followers to maintain our mission. Donations are greatly appreciated and are tax deductible.